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p. 164, line 1, instead of "z-θ" read " \z—e~ίθ
p. 167, line 7, instead of " G ( p , p Q ) - \μλn(p) ^> G(p,p,)" read "
p. 169, line 8, instead of " and bounded " read " and is bounded "
p. 169, line 10, instead of " any " read " and "
p. 170, line 10, instead of " lim (1-ω- (ξ)) ^ lim U(z)" read
Γ
"lim (1- ωF ( f ))=lim U(z)Γ
* δ->o
ε-»o
p. 175, line 3, from the bottom, instead of " this domain " read " the
boundary "
p. 176, line 9, instead of " Min (ω^^. ) " read " Min (ω'l,
w+l-)"
p. 181, line 5, instead of " V S n V . " read " V/Sί'Vi "
n m
p. 181, line 8, instead of "cap (c4A8i-,-i)" read "cap (c, ASίVi) "
p. 181, line 13, instead of " A^^ ," read " Aχ_p^ "
p. 183, line 19, instead of " Σ ^  K(p[*, p*2n) " read " Σ i K(p{*, pin] "fi ft
p. 184, line 5, instead of " (Σ», A Γ ) " read " (Γ - (Σ^ Λ Γ )} "
p. 186, line 3 from the bottom, instead of "and \U(z) - E 7 ( T 4 ( * ) ) | "
read "and \U(z) - U(Ti+l(z) )\"
p. 187, line 10, instead of "^e" read "/>£/?£ "
p. 188, line 9, instead " on " read " non "
p. 191, line 1, from the bottom instead of "
ω
(θ, ^ V' read "Afω(θ,^V'
p. 192, line 9 from the bottom, instead of " μ
n
 " read " μ
n
'"
p. 192, line 1 from the bottom, instead of " |Max U(z) - Min U(z)\"9
read " |MaxC7(^) - MinC7(^)| <l/n"
p. 194, line 11, instead of "slits /£„>, Σ/i»)" read "slits Σ/i«)"
e ΐ v
p. 200, line from the bottom instead of "bounded" read "bounded by"
p. 201, line 6 from the bottom, instead of " by 2)" read " by 4)."

